We investigate trends and cross-national variation in the impact of class, religious, and gender cleavages on voting behavior in six advanced capitalist democracies in the postwar period. Earlier research on cleavage voting has been criticized for utilizing outdated ''two-class'' models of class structure, simplistic left/right party distinctions, flawed statistical approaches, and incompatible and/or limited of cross-national empirical evidence. We take such criticisms seriously and seek to overcome them. Using multinomial logistic regression models, we analyze data from a new dataset, the International Social Cleavages and Politics (ISCP) file, which contains comparable, over-time cross-national data from 112 nationally representative election surveys of voters in six Western democracies in the period 1964-1998. The six countries RESEARCH examined in the paper (Australia, Austria, Germany, Great Britain, the Netherlands, and the United States) are unique because of the existence of time series data available for all three cleavages. Our analyses examine the changing magnitude of the class, religion, and gender cleavages for up to five distinct party families for each country. Unskilled workers have become less distinctive in their partisan alignments over time, but other classes have experienced offsetting changes, yielding little evidence of a universal decline in the class cleavage. Further analyses suggest an important degree of stability in the aggregated effects of all social cleavages, while also revealing significant cross-national differences and trends in the magnitude of specific cleavages. These results refine debates concerning the possible decline of social cleavages; implications for research are discussed in conclusion.
Introduction
In their influential 1967 theoretical statement about the sources of cross-national variation in the social bases of voting behavior and political parties in West European capitalist democracies, Lipset and Rokkan characterized a whole generation of research on political divisions in these democracies as reflecting a complex set of historical processes triggered by two revolutions, a ''national'' revolution and an ''industrial'' revolution (Lipset and Rokkan, 1967) . The resulting social cleavages produced by these twin revolutions were viewed as having produced stable patterns of group-based political conflict, expressed through modern party systems. The most important of these cleavages included those based on class inequality (triggered by the industrial revolution), and on religion, ethnicity, and language (triggered by national revolutions). Although the magnitude of each of such cleavages varied from country to country (depending on local political history), Lipset and Rokkan hypothesized that once a cleavage structure was established it tended to provide a durable (or ''frozen'') basis for political conflict expressed through the ballot box (Lipset and Rokkan, 1967, p. 50; cf. Rose, 1974; Bartolini and Mair, 1990) .
Social science research on the impact of social cleavages on voting behavior waned after the 1960s, however, as researchers increasingly looked to more proximate cognitive, economic, and/or cultural, ideological, or partisanship factors in developing models of political behavior (Franklin et al., 1992; Carmines and Huckfeldt, 1996) . In the course of this intellectual shift, the so-called ''sociological model'' of voting behavior (in which the patterning of voter-party alignments was attributed to sociodemographic group memberships) came to be heavily criticized, even at times dismissed (see Achen, 1992) .
Summarizing the results of a collaborative set of national studies of change in the role of social cleavages in shaping voter alignments, Franklin (1992, p. 388) , concluded that ''widespread reduction in variance explained by social structure has gone far enough in some countries to vitiate the. . .expected linkage between social cleavages and party strengths''. In similar fashion, InglehartÕs (1977, 1990, 1997) influential thesis about the rising importance of postmaterialist values vigorously asserts that value conflict is displacing traditional forms of political cleavage such as those based on class or religion (see also Dogan, 1995) . Reviewing the state-of-the-art in voting studies in the mid-1990s, Dalton (1996, p. 345) , argues that ''one of the major findings from the last decade of electoral research holds that social positions no longer determine political positions as they did when social alignments were solidly frozen'' (see also Lipset, 1981, pp. 503-23; Rose and McAllister, 1986; Franklin et al., 1992; Dalton and Wattenberg, 1993, esp. pp. 199-200; Clark et al., 1993; Pakulski and Waters, 1996) . Taken as a whole, this emerging international consensus asserts that voters are increasingly making political choices independently of their social group memberships or identities.
Claims about the declining significance of social cleavages on voting behavior have, however, been challenged in some other recent work, particularly in relation to class voting (e.g., Heath et al., 1991; Heath, 1994, 1999; Goldthorpe, 1996; Evans, 1999) , religion (Manza and Brooks, 1999, Chapter 5) , and gender (Huber and Stephens, 2000) . Although methodologically pluralistic, these studies have largely shared the use of newer theoretical conceptualizations of class, religion, and party systems. They have also applied statistical models that distinguish between over-time changes in voter alignments affecting all groups from those that have group-specific impacts (a distinction first introduced by Heath et al. (1985) ). The analyses reported in these studies suggest that claims of declining social influence on the vote are overstated, and that the more typical pattern is one of persisting social cleavage influence (for recent summary, see Evans, 1999) .
The heated debates between the preceding camps remain unresolved. Almost all past studies have considered these questions in single-country contexts, with the modest number of cross-national comparisons generally involving incompatible datasets, different measures of parties, less detailed measures of class and religion, or different methods of analysis (for exceptions, see Nieuwbeerta, 1995 and Weakliem and Heath, 1999 . In this paper, by contrast, we exploit a fully compatible cross-national pooled dataset which recodes national election surveys and other cross-national surveys with information about individual-level voting behavior into compatible measures across countries. We focus on six countries with significant variation in, and time-series national election data on, three major social cleavages: class, religion, and gender. These countries (Australia, Austria, Germany, Great Britain, the Netherlands, and the United States) represent a range of different types of party systems, welfare state regimes, and social structures (cf. Esping- Andersen, 1990; Powell, 2000) .
We seek to contribute to the literature on social cleavages (as well as recent debates over the possibility of declining cleavage impact). We introduce three significant innovations into these debates. First, we incorporate questions about class voting-the most commonly studied social cleavage-alongside a broader cross-national and over-time analysis of the religious and gender cleavage. 2 This allows us to directly examine a possibility ignored in other studies, namely, that trends in other cleavages are related to (or alternatively, independent of) changes in the class cleavage. Second, we apply a systematic approach to measuring the magnitudes of these three cleavages in different national contexts, one which allows us to compare their relative weight across different societies and time periods. Third, we apply a new statistical measure-first introduced by Brooks and Manza (1997) -for assessing the overall magnitude of these three cleavages on the party preferences of voters in each country. This measure allows us to assess whether the combined impact of the cleavages in our analyses have changed over time.
We emphasize that the survey data we analyze spans the time period from the 1970s through the 1990s. Notwithstanding the further utility of even broader analyses spanning additional countries and periods of time, the comparative and historical scope of the current study nevertheless provides useful leverage in light of the country-specific focus of much past research. The theoretical focus of debates concerning patterns of change and cleavage voting, we would also note, centers on the post-1960s era, enabling the results we develop to help in advancing recent controversies over the interrelationships of social cleavages and political behavior.
Our presentation is in four parts. The first part discusses recent debates over social cleavages and political change, providing a point of departure for the rest of the paper. Part two describes our data and statistical models. Part three presents the main results of our investigation, including analyses of (1) over-time and cross-national trends in the magnitude of the class, religious, and gender cleavages; and (2) trends in the overall strength of these three social cleavages in each country. Part four discusses the results, and their implications for larger debates.
Theorizing the changing impact of social cleavages on political behavior
Social cleavages are political differences grounded in the social structure of a society (Barolini and Mair, 1990; Chapter 9) . Social structural inequalities give rise to groups of people with shared interests or statuses, and when political party conflict provides an opportunity for their expression, social cleavages are likely to be significant factors shaping the composition and strategies of political parties. For example, if the class profile of social democratic parties or the religious profile of religious parties changes over time, such changes subsequently influence the kinds of issues and positions those parties adopt.
Politically relevant social structural cleavages do change over time. These changes take one of two forms: either change in the partisan alignments of specific groups or change in the relative size of groups. The latter-changes in the relative size of groups-has been the subject of some past research on historical trends in US (e.g., Stanley and Niemi, 1993; Manza and Brooks, 1999, Chapter 7) and British party coalitions (Heath et al., 2001, Chapter 7) . These are important, especially for assessing the overall impact of cleavages on party strategies and election outcomes. But it is the former set of changes, in the partisan alignments of specific groups comprising cleavages, that have been at the center of the vast majority of recent debates. It is to that question that we devote our attention in this paper.
Conceptualizing the impact of social cleavages
We define social cleavage impacts in terms of the magnitude of the average difference in political alignment among groups comprising a particular cleavage. The gender cleavage, for instance, is comprised of two groups (women and men), and its magnitude is a function of the extent to which the political alignment (measured by voting or partisanship) of men and women differ. As a consequence of this definition, the size of a cleavage increases when the average difference in vote choice among the social groups comprising that cleavage grows, and decreases as those differences narrow.
Three social cleavages: an overview
Class. The most vigorous debates about changes in the cleavage structure of advanced capitalist democracies in recent years has concerned class divisions (cf. Manza et al., 1995; Evans, 1999 Evans, , 2000 Nieuwbeerta and De Graaf, 1999) . Many analysts have asserted that class divisions are of declining relevance for voting behavior. The arguments in favor of this view are well-known. One line of research emphasizes that the general growth of societal affluence and intergenerational mobility after World War II reduces the pressures that gave rise to cleavage-based voting alignments in the first place (e.g., . In the case of the class cleavage, growing affluence may have provided the working class with a greater material stake in a low-tax and low-spending government (e.g., Clark and Lipset, 1991) . Conversely, the rising proportion of middle-class individuals employed by the public sector potentially provides material incentives to support parties of the left (Lamont, 1987) . For instance, the increasing salience of a variety of social or ''postmaterialist'' issues may have encouraged middle class voters to support parties of the left (e.g., Inglehart, 1990 Inglehart, , 1997 . To the extent that either of these tendencies-working class voters to shift to the right, and/or middle class voters to shift to the left-characterize recent political life in postindustrial democracies, an overall pattern of declining class voting could emerge.
Religious cleavage
Although class voting has received the bulk of the attention, religious cleavages have sometimes been viewed as providing the most important social-structural source of voter alignments (e.g. Lijphart, 1979) , and scholarly attention to religious-based divides has increased significantly in recent years (see Manza and Wright, 2003) . In similar fashion to recent discussions of class voting, however, a general pattern of secularization (especially in the European context) coupled with economic growth and increasing social differentiation is viewed by some analysts as bringing about a reduction in the impact of religious identity on voting behavior (Inglehart, 1990; Wallis and Bruce, 1992; Dogan, 1995) . The presumption in most discussions has been that secularization will produce a declining impact of religion on political preference. But this need not necessarily be the case. In countries where secularization has proceeded furthest, voters who retain their religious identity may oppose other aspects of secularization processes, showing increasing political differences in comparison to non-religious voters. In other words, a shift in the religious cleavage from one based on, for example, Catholic vs. Protestant denominational identities towards one centering on conflicts between secular vs. religious voters may still produce a significant religious cleavage. 3
Gender cleavage
Systematic comparative research on the impact of gender on political behavior is in an earlier stage of scholarly development (for examples of the few comparative studies, see Norris, 1988; DeVaus and McAllister, 1989; Hayes et al., 2000; Inglehart and Norris, 2000) . Clear evidence of a growing gender gap in which women voters are more supportive of Left parties than men has been found in countries such as the United States (Mueller, 1988; Manza and Brooks, 1999, Chapter 5) and in the Scandinavian social democratic welfare states (Oskarson, 1992; Velen, 1992) . In both of these contexts, employment appears to provide one important source of changing political alignments among women (in relation to men).
Two broad interpretations have emerged in the literature to explain this development: first, women are more likely to be employed in the public sector, and hence more supportive of political parties favoring government employment or growth; and second, working women are more likely than non-working women to rely upon welfare state programs supporting work and childcare. In each case, the argument is that working women have greater incentives to support parties of the left (Andersen, 1999; Huber and Stephens, 2000) . However, the evidence for an emerging cross-national gender gap in other countries is uneven. We consider the possibility of a rising gender cleavage, and also the comparative magnitude of gender in relation to the class and religious cleavages.
Interrelationships of class, religion, and gender
Following the logic of our comparative design, there are good reasons to consider the possibility of inter-relationships between social cleavages (e.g., McCall, 2001) . For example, declining class divisions may encourage individual voters to distinguish among parties on the basis of other social identities such as religion or gender. Furthermore, the debates and hypotheses relating to social cleavages that we consider in this paper refer to the causal linkage of specific cleavages and political behavior, not to bivariate patterns of association that may overestimate these linkages because of spurious association scenarios. For instance, if a bivariate relationship between religion and voting-or a trend in that relationship-is largely a product of the class composition of religious groups, bivariate estimates that fail to account for class will be biased. Taken together, these considerations suggest the importance of a multivariate research design that analyzes the net effect of social cleavages on vote choice.
Data and measures

Data
To investigate levels of cleavage voting from a historical and comparative perspective, we analyze data from a new dataset, the ISCP file (Nieuwbeerta and Ganzeboom, 2000) . The ISCP is a pooled dataset containing information on characteristics of more than 500,000 respondents from over 200 national election and other surveys held in 25 democratic countries in the period 1950-2000. 4 The original survey data were recoded into compatible, standardized measures of key variables for all countries, and then merged into the ISCP file. All data are from nationally representative general population surveys of these countries during the post-World War II period (Appendix A lists the surveys used in this study). For this paper, we selected countries in the ISCP data file with adequately detailed information about class, religion and gender over a suitable historical period: 5 Australia, Austria, Germany, Great Britain, the Netherlands, and the United States. We selected respondents age eighteen years or older for whom we have valid observations about their voting behavior, class, religion and gender. This leaves us with a total of 152,127 respondents: 17,944 in Australia, 5754 in Austria, 39, 874 in Germany, 27, 758 in Great Britain, 21 ,008 in The Netherlands, and 39,789 in the US.
Independent variables
Class. While a manual/nonmanual distinction has traditionally been used in research on class voting, recent analysts have sought to apply more detailed class typologies, such as the scheme elaborated by Erikson and Goldthorpe (EG) (1992, Chapter 2). A five-class version of the EG class scheme-which we employ in this study-distinguishes between two white collar classes (a ''service class'' consisting of professionals and managers and a ''routine nonmanual class''), self-employed individuals (including farm owners), and two manual classes (skilled workers and foremen, and non-skilled workers, including farm laborers). This class scheme has proven useful in comparative studies of intergenerational class mobility (Ganzeboom et al., 1989; Erikson and Goldthorpe, 1992) , and in studies examining the relation-ship between social class, social mobility and voting behavior (Heath et al., 1985; Evans et al., 1991; De Graaf et al., 1995; Nieuwbeerta, 1995; . In this paper the class variable also includes a residual sixth class, i.e., a category for non full-time labor force participants.
Religion. We divide respondents into three groups: Catholic, Protestant, and no (or other) religion. In some of our countries (e.g., the United States, Germany, Australia, and the Netherlands) there are both significant numbers of Catholics and Protestants among the religiously active population. In the other countries, almost all respondents with religious identities are Protestants (Britain, Austria). In some countries such as the United States, divisions among Protestants 6 have proven politically significant (e.g., Leege and Kellstedt, 1993; Wuthnow and Evans, 2002) , but for most of the countries we consider here, the Catholic/Protestant/no religion divide captures the main axis of religious-based differences (and note that in the US, the divide between seculars and those with either Protestant or catholic identity captures one widely debated religious division; see e.g., Hunter, 1991) .
Gender: Gender is coded as dichotomy (male = 1). Period effects: Electoral eras are clearly important. For example, in several of the countries in our analysis, new Green Parties emerged in the 1980s and 1990s, and right-wing parties in the 1990s. Further, the fortunes and composition of both Left and Conservative party families have ebbed and flowed over this period. To capture the effects of electoral period, we include dummy variables for each year data as controls, thereby distinguishing changes affecting all voters from trends affecting the partisan alignments of specific groups comprising the class, religion, and gender cleavages.
Dependent variables
Almost all previous comparative cleavage voting studies have been limited to a dichotomous comparison of Left vs. non-Left parties (cf. Franklin et al., 1992) . Such an approach is potentially problematic in that most countries have more complex party systems in which three or more parties compete for votes. In order to produce a suitable classification of parties that enables cross-national comparison, we follow the approach of Lane and Ersson (1999) and Lane et al. (1991) , identifying six distinct parties or party families. The six party families are: (1) Left parties (i.e., Communist/Socialist/Labor parties), (2) Green parties, (3) Liberal/Centrist parties, (4) Christian-Democratic parties, (5) Conservative parties, and (6) Other parties (including regional and far right-wing parties, etc.). Note that only a subset of these party families tend to receive significant numbers of votes in a given political system, so in practice we focus on the most meaningful categories found within each polity (for further details, see Appendix B).
In this scheme, Left parties (whether of communist or social-democratic heritage) are treated as homogenous, while Green parties are treated as a distinct left-liberal bloc in those countries where they receive enough support to permit meaningful analysis (cf. Redding and Viterna, 1999) . Important distinctions should also be made between center or liberal parties and traditional conservative parties. We identify liberal parties on the basis of ideology and international co-operation in the Federation of Liberal and Democratic Parties of the European Community. The prototypes of the modern conservative party are to be found in Great Britain, the United States, and in Scandinavia, where those parties adhere to free-market ideological traditions placing them on the right of the party system. Religious parties trace their origins to formal ties with religious denominations, often reflected in their names. In the Other parties category a mixture of ultra-right, ethnic and protest parties are included. Ultra-right parties have sometimes been formed on the basis of specific issues, to channel voter discontent, and sometimes can trace their roots to the Fascist parties of the inter-war period. In Appendix B we list the parties comprising each party family.
Statistical models and cleavage voting indices
The measurement of cleavage voting within a country at a given point in time is critical to research on social cleavages and political behavior. Traditionally, simple bivariate measures using dichotomous variables (such as the Alford index for class voting) have been used (Alford, 1963) . But such measures have significant flaws that can generate misleading conclusions (e.g., Korpi, 1972) . Recently, more adequate ways to examine the relationship between cleavages and voting have been developed. First, multivariate models that enable measurement of political changes affecting specific cleavages vs. changes affecting all cleavages equally are now commonplace. Second, recent scholarship has sought to avoid arbitrary or unrealistic assumptions about interval-level measurement in party choice by using log-linear or logistic regression models that are appropriate for analyzing nominal dependent variables (see e.g., Heath et al. (1985) and Manza et al. (1995) for overviews).
In this paper, we analyze social cleavages using multinomial logistic regression (MLR) models of party choice Brooks, 2000; Gerber, 2000) . In our models, the dependent variable is the log of the odds of choosing a specific party family over the reference party family for person i. We evaluate four types of MLR models, each embedding different theoretical assumptions about political changes affecting cleavages or specific groups of voters. The base model assumes no change in the effects of cleavages over time, and it is represented in Eq. (1):
where D ip are dummy variables for survey year; C iq are dummy variables for class category; G ir are dummy variables for religion categories; and F is is a dummy variable for gender. The parameters to be estimated in this model are the constants, a j , and the b-parameters for the main effects of year (b pj ), class (b qj ), religion (b rj ), and gender (b sj ) on party family choice j. 7 Using this base model, we can systematically evaluate the evidence for trends in the political effects of cleavages using four different parameterizations of change.
Our second model is motivated by the widely debated hypothesis of cleavage decline discussed earlier in the paper, namely, that the class and religious cleavages have a declining impact on voter alignments in Western democracies. We call this the traditional decline model. It parameterizes changes in voter alignments by focusing on the key social groups that are hypothesized as changing their partisan orientations. Regarding change in the political-behavioral effects of class, the traditional decline hypothesis is that left vs. right conflict exemplified in the partisan alignments of manual workers and the service class (the polar classes in capitalist societies) will become more similar over time. This model thus adds to model 1 two additional coefficients: one coefficient is for a linearly constrained change in support for Left vs. Right party families (Liberal vs. Left in Australia, Liberal vs. Conservative in the US, Conservative vs. Left in Britain, and Left vs. Religious in Austria, Germany, and the Netherlands) among unskilled/skilled workers (treating the latter as a single homogenous category); and a second coefficient for linear change in support for these parties among the service class. 8 For cleavage variables that are treated as dichotomies in the traditional decline analysis (e.g., religious vs. non-religious; men vs. women), model identification requires that we parameterize only one group-specific shift in partisan alignment, where the other group is treated as the reference. Traditional decline in the religious cleavage is parameterized using a single coefficient for linearly constrained change in the alignment of religious voters (Protestant or Catholic) with Left vs. Religious/ Conservative/Liberal party families. 9 Traditional decline in the gender cleavage is measured with a coefficient for linearly constrained change in the alignments of men with Left vs. Religious/Conservative/Liberal party families. 10 7 To identify the model we constrain parameters for one level of each cleavage variable to 0, and setting one level of the party family choice variable as the reference category. 8 In countries in which Religious party families obtain a larger portion of the vote than Liberal parties (Austria, Germany, and the Netherlands), we specify the latter as the reference, assuming that support for the latter better measures the underlying dimension of left vs. right partisan political conflict. 9 In countries with Religious party families (Austria, Germany, and the Netherlands), we specify the latter as the reference in estimating the log-odds of support for Left party families vs. Religious party families; in countries without Religious party families, we specify as the reference Liberal (Australia) or Conservative party families (Britain, the US) to estimate the log-odds of support for Left party families (the democratic party in the US). 10 In Austria, Germany, and the Netherlands, the equation measuring traditional decline in the gender cleavage is for the log-odds of favoring Left vs. Religious party families; in Britain and the US, the corresponding log-odds contrast is for favoring Left (Liberal in the US) over Conservative party families; and in Australia the relevant log-odds contrast is for favoring Left over Liberal party families.
Using as an example the class cleavage, this traditional decline model is summarized below:
The traditional decline model in Eq. (2) is distinguished from the base model in Eq.
(1) by having two additional /-coefficients for changes in the respective alignments of the service class and unskilled/skilled workers with Left party families (j = 1). For both coefficients, the linear trend constraint is imposed by computing the product of the relevant dummy variable for group membership by a continuous variable for time (Y 0 ) in which survey years are represented by fixed scores. The traditional decline model imposes restrictions that may not adequately capture changes affecting the three cleavages in our analyses: changing alignments of key groups are assumed not to affect choices involving Other party families; and changes in the alignments of groups comprising cleavages are limited to the pairs of groups discussed above. If these assumptions are unrealistic, then our third model, the linear change model, will be preferred over the traditional decline model developed in Eq. (2). Using as an example the class cleavage, this linear change model can be summarized as follows:
In contrast to both the base and traditional decline models, the linear change model in Eq. (3) is distinguished by having Q /-coefficients capturing changes in the partisan political alignments of each category comprising the class cleavage. As before, the fixed score for year constrains over-time change in class-specific alignments to follow a linear pattern. However, because the linear change model does not restrict political-behavioral change to the specific social groups specified by the traditional decline models, the linear change model consumes more degrees of freedom. In the analyses below, we estimate linear change models that parameterize changes affecting the (non-redundant) groups comprising the three cleavages.
The possibility that changes in voter alignments within specific countries may be more complicated than that specified by either the linear change or traditional decline model raises yet another set of complications. For example, if changes in the class cleavage variable involves only the self-employed and unskilled workers, or if such patterns of change vary systematically across country context (e.g., if class cleavage change in the US involves the service class while class cleavage change in Austria involves the self-employed and routine white-collar employees). These possibilities are embedded in a forth model we consider in the paper, what we call the intermediate linear model. This model constrains linear parameter change coefficients for specific social groups to 0, while restricting the /-coefficients for some groups to pertain to particular party families, thereby evaluating hypotheses about the party-specific aspects of cleavage change. 11 By virtue of these flexible constraints, the intermediate model provides parsimonious specifications of cleavage change, and in the analyses below, we estimate the best-fitting such model for each of the six countries, developing comparisons with our competing models of cleavage change and with the base model. 12 Finally, we consider a model which imposes no constraints on the structure of the relationship between a specific cleavage, time, and party family choice. Using the class cleavage as an example, this yields the unconstrained change model,
where the b pqj are the year-specific parameters for the qth class and the jth party family. Because this unconstrained model parameterizes all possible permutations of change affecting cleavages, it enables informative comparisons with more parsimonious specifications of those changes.
In evaluating both global and specific hypotheses about over-time changes in the magnitude of social cleavages, our goal is to select a preferred model that fits the data better than alternative specifications. In addition to reporting the usual À2 log-likelihood statistic, we use RafteryÕs (1995) Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to arrive at a preferred model of social cleavages within specific countries. 13 Given the existence of our multiple and competing models of cleavage change, and also the large sample involved in the six countries in our analyses, BIC provides a useful guide because it directly takes into account both model structure and sample size in evaluating fit. If we ignore such information and rely solely on the v 2 test to minimize deviance, the tendency is to reject reasonable models in favor of artificiallycomplicated models that over-fit the data, potentially leading to biased inferences. 14 We discuss additional details of model selection in the results section. 11 If (and only if) the /-coefficients are identical to the constraints employed by the traditional decline model will the latter be identical with the intermediate model. 12 There are, in principle, a very large number of intermediate models that could be estimated for a given country. As a result, our consideration of these models is guided by three general criteria that seek to avoid excessively inductive model searches: First, we focus our hypothesis testing on coefficients that represent the most plausible types of change considered in the literature on social cleavages; second, we use estimates from the linear change model to screen for patterns of significant (and non-significant results) in the political-behavioral effects of specific group memberships; and third, we use iterative procedures to evaluate reduced-form vs. elaborated extensions of these models, comparing their respective fits to data. 13 For multinomial logistic regression models, BIC is computed as À2 log-likelihood À (df) · (ln N), where df is the degrees of freedom remaining after estimating the model, ln is the natural logarithmn, and Nis the sample size. 14 A Monte Carlo study by Wong (1994) using log-linear association models found that whereas measures of fit based on the v 2 test were biased toward models that included unnecessary (and thus misleading) parameters, BIC consistently performed better than these and other measures of model fit. Our large-sample analyses of party choice is similar in structure to the adjacent field of comparative mobility research, in which analysts are increasingly aware of the risks of over-fitting large datasets and find BIC useful in avoiding Type 1 statistical errors (Hauser, 1995) . See Raftery (1995) for discussion and additional Monte Carlo results.
Cleavage voting indices
Using the coefficients of our preferred model of party choice for each of the six countries, we constructed measures of the magnitude of a cleavage within a particular polity during a specific time period. Building from recent advances in the measurement of cleavages (e.g., Hout et al., 1995) , we define cleavage voting as the average deviation in party choice for a specific group comprising a cleavage from the average party choice for all groups comprising a cleavage. This standard deviation-based measure has a number of desirable properties. First, the measure enables direct comparison of the magnitude of cleavages across countries, even when different (numbers or types of) political parties are involved. Second, the measure can be calculated for specific cleavages holding constants the effects of other cleavages, thereby permitting direct comparisons of cleavagesÕ respective magnitudes. Third, the index can be calculated for models employing additional controls.
Following the notation of Hout et al. (1995) , we refer to this measure as j. It is calculated as the standard deviation of the predicted probability of party family choice j for groups g comprising a given cleavage at time t, yielding the following equation:
In Eq. (5), P tj is the mean vote choice for the groups comprising a cleavage, and by virtue of the probability metric, j ranges between 0 and .5, with a score of ''0'' for a given cleavage indicating that the groups comprising the cleavage variable do not differ in their likelihood of preferring a particular party family, while a score of ''.5'' indicates maximal divergence in partisan alignment. Once we have obtained our estimates of the magnitude of social cleavages, we use graphical displays to summarize over-time patterns of change affecting specific cleavages in each of the six countries in the analyses.
In addition to estimating changing magnitudes of specific cleavages over time, we also seek to analyze the overall magnitude of all cleavages within a particular country at a given point in time. Our measure of overall cleavage voting is lambda (k), 15 which we calculate as the mean of the three separate kappas measuring class, religion, and gender cleavages within a specific country and time. In the following equation, there are H cleavages (h = 1 for the class cleavage, 2 for the religion cleavage, and 3 for the gender cleavage), so
k t indicates the average size of a cleavage at time t, and a k index score of .1 thus indicates that the difference between the partisan choice of a given group comprising a social cleavage and the overall mean for all cleavages is 10%. Put another way, k = .1 implies that the average expected political difference between any two groups comprising the class, religion, and gender cleavages is 20%. In similar fashion to our j estimates, we graph k index scores by time and country to detect historical and cross-national trends in the postwar development of social cleavages.
Results
Evaluating competing models of cleavage change
We begin by selecting a preferred model of the over-time pattern of cleavage voting for each of the six countries in our analysis. Table 1 presents fit statistics for evaluating competing models for our first three countries, Australia, Austria, and Britain. For Australia, neither the traditional decline, linear change, nor full interaction models of class cleavage change improves over the fit of the base model. The decision rule of choosing the model with the lowest BIC index value reveals that the intermediate model improves the fit of the base model by adding a single coefficient for change in the log-odds of favoring Other vs. Left parties among the self-employed. 16 Regarding the religion and gender cleavages in Australia, BIC rejects all cleavage change models in favor of the base model that assumes no trends in the partisan political effects of religion and gender. The preferred model of social cleavages in Australia thus includes only a single parameter change coefficient. 17 For Austria, neither the linear change, traditional decline, nor full interaction models improves the fit of the base model, and the difference between the BIC index score for the base model and its closest competitor is 8, representing strong evidence for preferring the base model. Given that we were also unable to find any intermediate specifications that yield evidence of change in the political effects of class, religion, and gender, our preferred model for Austria is the base model.
Our results for Britain provide evidence of significant political changes affecting the class cleavage. More specifically, while the traditional decline, linear change, and full interaction models are rejected in favor of the base model, the intermediate model improves over the fit of the latter by parameterizing three instances of change in classbased voter alignments (involving unskilled workers, routine nonmanual workers, and the self-employed with respect to the log-odds of favoring Conservative over Labour parties). Regarding the religion and gender cleavages, our results find the base 16 As an example of calculating BIC, the BIC index value for the base model for Australia is calculated as À147,565 = 27,824.72 À (17,906 · 9.795).
17 See Appendix C for coefficient estimates for this model (and Appendices D,E,F,G,H for corresponding coefficients of preferred models for the other countries). Note that coefficients measuring group-based differences for logit contrasts involving party families receiving very small fractions of the vote choice can predictably be quite large. While the coefficients can themselves be normalized and used to derive the j index scores, it is preferable in the current application to multi-party systems to instead use the predicted probabilities since unlike the logistic scale these have upper and lower bounds, thereby delivering more meaningful estimates of group-based differences in political alignments with respect to minor party families (e.g., using a baseline of À3.00, a logit coefficient of À10.00 translates into a more modest difference in predicted probability of approximately .05). model is preferred over all alternatives by a large margin, leaving our earlier class cleavage change model as our preferred specification of social cleavage voting in Britain.
In Table 2 , we present results for the other three countries: Germany, the Netherlands and the US. The German results show that while the traditional decline model of the class cleavage is preferred over the base model, the intermediate class model improves the fit of both (linear change and full interaction models are easily rejected). The intermediate model differs from traditional decline by having separate coefficients (rather than a single homogenous coefficient) for changes in the log-odds of favoring Left over Religious party families among unskilled and skilled workers, and also a third coefficient for the linearly constrained interaction between service class and year for the log-odds of favoring Green over Religious party families. For the religion cleavage, BIC selects the base model over traditional decline, linear change, and full interaction models. While the margin of improvement over the first two of these models is not large (À1 and À2, respectively), we were unable to find a satisfactory intermediate model, and thus retain the base model of the religious cleavage. For gender, the traditional decline model is preferred over alternatives, but additional analyses provide little evidence for gender-specific change in voter alignments, 18 and we thus select the intermediate class cleavage model as the preferred model for Germany. 
Class vs. religious vs. gender voting
Using the preferred models in Tables 1 and 2, we can now estimate the changing magnitude of the class, religion, and gender cleavages within each country (see Appendices C,D,E,F,G,H for coefficient estimates). Fig. 1 presents j index scores for each cleavage, country and year in the analyses. 19 Our graphical displays enable direct comparisons between countries and over time, with upward-sloping estimates indicating an increase in the magnitude of a particular cleavage, and downward-sloping estimates indicating a decrease in magnitude.
Which social cleavage is most important for voter alignments within these capitalist democracies? Our results are in line with the expectations of most-but not allearlier research, with class being the largest cleavage within most countries. The average j index score for the class cleavage (.060), however, is only slightly larger than the corresponding score for the religious cleavage (.058), indicating that we can expect the average difference in party family choice for two class categories to 19 We use male Protestant respondents who are in the service class as the baseline for our calculations of group-specific probabilities, thereby selecting the modal groups in our analysis of the three cleavage variables. As discussed earlier, we use the coefficient of our preferred models to calculate the relevant group-specific probability for each year, party family, and country; the standard deviation of the probabilities for groups comprising a specific cleavage thus becomes the subsequent j score. be approximately 12%. Although class is typically the largest social cleavage, religion has larger political effects in both the Netherlands and the US (despite an overall decline in the religion cleavage in the Netherlands). Regarding gender, this cleavage is virtually non-existent in four of our six countries, with evidence of a small, emerging cleavage in the Netherlands since 1990, and evidence of a larger cleavage in the US that has been growing steadily during the past three decades. 
Class voting
Regarding the class cleavage, our analyses reveal the existence of some important and hitherto undiscovered trends amidst a background of significant crossnational differences. While Australia and the Netherlands have experienced overtime variation, the class cleavage within these two countries shows only little indication of any net decrease in magnitude. Class has only marginally smaller effect on voter alignments in the 1990s as in the 1980s (or the 1970s, using the longer-running series available for the Netherlands). In Austria, estimates for class voting show less variation over-time and little evidence of a net increase or decrease.
By contrast, our results suggest a decreasing importance of class in Britain, and to a lesser extent in Germany. Declines in the political effects of class in Britain represent long-term trends in which there was a sharp decline from the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s, followed by stable levels of class voting that did not return to the earlier, higher levels of the 1970s. 20 Although considerably smaller in magnitude, a pattern of decline is also observable in Germany, with the magnitude of the class cleavage tending to be lower at each subsequent election. The US has the lowest levels of class voting of the six countries in our analysis, and shows no evidence of a net increase or decrease. 21 Given the centrality of debates about the political direction of the working class in the overall debates about class voting trends, we examine in greater detail changes affecting the partisan political alignments of unskilled workers. Since our earlier results provide evidence that class cleavage changes are concentrated along the dimension of support for Left parties, we present in Fig. 2 estimates that provide further information about unskilled workersÕ alignment with Left Party families. 22 The estimates graphed in each of Fig. 2Õs six charts show the predicted difference in the probability of supporting Left party families among unskilled workers vs. the average class voter (i.e. the average for the six classes). These estimates are thus derived from subtracting the probability of an unskilled worker supporting a Left party family from the probability of any voter supporting a left party family. Upwards-sloping estimates suggest growing differences in unskilled 20 These results for the British class cleavage appear to diverge from earlier findings presented by Heath et al. (1991) and Goldthorpe (1998) . Although they use a different class scheme from these other researchers, Weakliem and HeathÕs (1999) analysis of election data from the 1930s suggests that British class voting was at its highest point in 1960 (and preceded by lower levels in the 1930s and 1940s), thereby providing a potential means of reconciling the preceding findings. 21 These results contrast with recent findings of a decline in the magnitude of the American class cleavage since 1980 (Manza and Brooks, 1999, Chapter 8) . Because the current results are based on different data for elections since 1972, these differences cannot be easily resolved. While this issue merits further investigation, it has little effect on our inferences regarding cleavages within the other five countries. 22 Note that to accommodate the larger variability in predicted scores for Fig. 2 we have employed a wider range of values on the Y-axes of individual charts. This contrasts with the narrower range chosen for the Y-axes of Fig. 1 (and Fig. 3Õs charts) , so comparisons across these two sets of figures should take into account this variation in graphical presentation. workersÕ alignment with Left parties, whereas downward-sloping estimates suggest growing similarity between the alignments of unskilled workers vs. the typical class category.
The estimates for Britain and Germany show that unskilled workersÕ declining attachments to Left parties have emerged in tandem with overall declines in the magnitude of the class cleavage within these two countries. Indeed, the large magnitude of unskilled workersÕ political trends is such that without these political changes, the British and German class cleavages would have experienced considerably more modest changes over time. By contrast, Australia has experienced no change in the relative alignment of unskilled workers with Left parties; Austria also shows little net change. While the overall class cleavage in the Netherlands and the US shows little evidence of net change (see Fig. 1 ), the relative alignments of unskilled workers have declined in both countries. These changes have been more extensive in the US, and the negative values suggest that unskilled workers have supported Left party candidates at lower levels than the average class voter in recent American elections.
Religious voting
The second largest social cleavage is for religion (and at least with respect to most of these countries, claims that the religious cleavage has greater impact than class is not supported). Returning to Fig. 1 , our results provide clear evidence of decline in a single country (the Netherlands), and this pattern has followed a cyclical rather than strictly linear pattern. A second country, Austria, is suggestive of a decline in the religious cleavage, but further examination casts some doubt on this interpretation. 23 A third country, Australia, is initially suggestive of an increase in the religious cleavage, but similar considerations cast doubt on this interpretation. 24 The three remaining countries in the analysis show less over-time variability in levels of religious voting and little evidence of monotonic patterns involving trends. 25 The apparent stability of the religious cleavage within these countries is noteworthy in light of significant changes affecting the magnitude of the class cleavage in both Britain and Germany, and changes affecting the gender cleavage in the U.S. Also of note, the average size of the religious cleavage is similar in these otherwise different polities, centering around a value of approximately .046. 23 More specifically, our preferred model of cleavage voting in Austria contains no coefficients for change in the partisan alignments of religious groups. As a result, the over-time decrease in religious voting is largely generated by the most recent election in our series (1995) , in which the disproportionate increase in the tendency of all voters to support the Liberal party family sharply reduced the probability of any social group supporting the Religious party family. The subsequent compression in probabilities disproportionately affects the three religious groups in our analysis, reducing the standard deviation of their estimated probabilities (and thus the j index score for the religious cleavage). 24 That a significant religion-related cleavage exist in West European countries may appear initially surprising, given greater tendencies toward secularization on the European continent. European secularization may act so as to simply swell the ranks of respondents with no religion, or, alternatively, also be insufficient to comprehensively lessen the partisan salience of Protestant vs. Catholic vs. no religion differences at the ballot box. Given our findings, further research may profit by examining in greater detail further causal foundations of religious voting within countries with significant religious cleavages. 25 In similar fashion to the case of Austria, our preferred model of social cleavages in Australia has no coefficient for parameter change affecting the religious cleavage. Detailed investigation reveals that the first three elections of the Australian series were characterized by unusually high levels of Social Democratic party family support that compressed partisan political differences between Catholics/non-religious voters vs. Protestants (i.e., during later elections characterized by lower levels of Social Democratic support).
Gender voting
The expectation of most sociological commentary on the gender cleavage is that women are more likely to support Left parties than men, and that gender has become more important over time. But with the exception of the US, our results from these six countries provide little evidence for the growing partisan importance of gender. Only two of the six countries have statistically significant regression coefficients for the effect of gender on Left party choice, and in one of these (the Netherlands), women are less left-wing than men. Moreover, as presented in Fig. 1 , the differences in predicted probabilities for women vs. men voters are generally minuscule and only the US gender cleavage conforms to the expectation of a linearly evolving trend. While these findings suggest that it may be premature to expect gender to emerge as a factor comparable to class or religion, it will be important to test these findings in other contexts (particularly the Scandinavian countries), where gender differences are often thought to be more extensive (cf. Oskarson, 1992; Huber and Stephens, 2000) .
Overall cleavage voting
What implications do these analyses have for understanding the cross-national magnitude and historical trends in overall levels of cleavage voting within capitalist democracies? We answer these questions using the k index which measures the average level of social cleavage voting for particular time periods within each country. The results of these analyses are presented in Fig. 3 .
These results provide no evidence for the existence of a universal decline in social cleavage voting during the past three decades, as a number of analysts have suggested. Patterns of cleavage change tend to instead be specific to countries, with two countries experiencing net increases in social cleavages (Australia and the US), three countries experiencing an overall decline (Britain, Germany, and the Netherlands), and the remaining country experiencing over-time patterns that do not suggest trends (Austria 26 ). The two countries characterized by increasing trends have moved from having the lowest levels of social cleavage voting to positions closer to the average levels of the other countries. In Australia, the overall social cleavage grew from .027 in 1979 to .034 in 1998. In the US, the average social cleavage increased from .025 in 1964 to .039 in 1998.
The cases of Britain and Germany (and to a somewhat lesser extent the Netherlands) illustrate the declining cleavage scenario. The overall level of cleavage voting declined substantially from .046 to .035 in Britain (and from .056 to .047 in the Netherlands), while declining by a more modest 10% in Germany (from .040 to .036). These declines reveal the importance of declining trends in class voting within Britain and Germany: net of class cleavage change, overall cleavage voting has changed little in Britain (increasing .01 from 1966 Britain (increasing .01 from to 1997 , and remained stable in Germany. The case of the Netherlands is slightly more complicated, insofar as the class cleavage has fluctuated in a non-monotonic fashion and the religion cleavage has declined substantially (but in a non-linear fashion), while the emergence of a small gender gap reduced what would otherwise have been a larger decline in overall cleavage voting.
Taken as a whole, a further notable result is the perhaps surprising degree of similarity by the 1990s in the overall level of cleavage voting within all six countries. As Fig. 3 . Changing magnitude of the overall social cleavage. illustrated in Fig. 3 , social cleavage voting tends to center closely around an index score of .05, implying that the average political difference for a given pair of social groups is approximately 10%. Moreover, the small but significant trends affecting Britain, Germany, Australia, and the US has accentuated this cross-national similarity. 27 Complementing this emerging portrait of social cleavages, a further set of findings concerns the modest contribution of such cleavages to understanding the overall sources of voter alignments. Using McFaddenÕs R 2 as a summary approximation of variance explained in our preferred models, we arrive at the following values: .11 (Australia), .10 (Austria), .05 (Great Britain), .07 (Germany), .14 (Netherlands), and .07 (US). Taken together, these results are relevant to advancing ongoing debate over the nature of changes in social cleavage-based voter alignments and their relationship to other aspects of contemporary political change.
Discussion
Comparative and historical analysis visibly broadens scholarly debates, but past research on the impact of social cleavages has been constrained by either significant methodological limitations or a tendency to limit hypothesis testing to single countries. Virtually no previous studies have attempted to test hypotheses about social cleavage impacts in comparative context using a fully differentiated party family scheme and a multi-category typology of cleavages. The relatively broad scope of our analyses, covering six advanced capitalist democracies for a 30 year period, provides a new perspective from which to address these questions. While future investigations will be needed to refine the understandings developed here, we have shown the possibilities for systematic comparative-historical investigation, and we welcome further work that spans additional countries and time periods as a means of advancing research on cleavage voting in capitalist democracies.
It is critical to emphasize, in this context, the relevance of the time period covered by our analyses to debates and unresolved controversies over trends in social cleavage-based voting within capitalist democracies. In particular, the theoretical underpinnings of most predictions concerning a decline or displacement of cleavage voting identify historical factors and novel processes that are hypothesized as emerging primarily during the historical era since the 1960s. These would include the following: new left-libertarian (and neo-conservative or new right) movements; novel (or reemergent) ideological conflicts concerning issues of rights, the environment, and the character of civil society; recent patterns of postindustrial change; partisan volatility affecting left and other previously-dominant parties during the 1980s; and per-haps more recently, the maturation of globalization and transnational processes (e.g., Franklin et al., 1992; Clark et al., 1993; Dalton and Wattenberg, 1993; Pakulski and Waters, 1996) . Accordingly, while it could thus be hypothesized that social cleavage voting within specific countries was possibly higher prior to the decade of the 1960s, if true, that line of argumentation might also call into question much of the theoretical basis for anticipating contemporary patterns of cleavage decline. Further research, then, situating the post-1960s era within a longer time frame, while employing suitable measures and methods for the study of social cleavages, may thus help to refine scholarly understanding of the historical origins and magnitude of trends in cleavage-based voting.
The substantive findings of this study help to advance recent debates concerning the continuing significance vs. declining relevance of social cleavages to voter alignments and political conflict within capitalist democracies (see Evans (2000) for a recent review). Widely proclaimed assertions regarding the existence of working-class dealignment and its significant consequences for declining cleavage voting within Western democracies are partially supported by these analyses. More specifically, in four of the six countries we have investigated, unskilled workers, traditionally the bulwark of Left party support, have evolved over time to more closely resemble the average voter, making their partisan political alignments far less distinctive, and potentially providing far less incentive for left politicians to develop policies designed to appeal (disproportionately) to unskilled workers.
By the same token, however, we find no evidence for a universal decline in the partisan relevance of social cleavages, including class in the post-1960s era. While some countries in our analyses conform to the declining cleavage scenario (Britain, Germany, and to a somewhat lesser extent, the Netherlands), others show some tendency toward a growing magnitude of social cleavages as a whole (Australia and the US), and one country (Austria) has experienced a pattern of stability coupled with a very recent increase. This larger pattern is visible in part because we have simultaneously examined trends among three major social cleavages. This enables various refinements to the overall picture of social cleavages in democracies. For example, we find that cleavage decline in Britain and Germany is a product of decreases in the magnitude of a single cleavage (class); gender and religion-based differences in voter alignments have experienced little change within these two countries.
As suggested in the introduction to this paper, the existing scholarly literatures on social cleavages and political behavior is characterized by a sharply polarized debate between scholars who consistently assert decline vs. those who categorically reject such a scenario. Taken as a whole, however, our results suggest an important limitation of these polarized interpretations. Indeed, the clear association between country context and the extent and type of social cleavage change establishes a pattern of cross-national complexity with respect to which past debates over cleavage decline appear ill-suited to understand.
Following an emerging strain of commentary on political-sociological research on voting behavior (Evans, 1999; Evans and Whitefield, 1999; Weakliem and Heath, 1999) , our results suggest the utility of more detailed and systematic comparisons between countries as a means of advancing debates. In addition to developing such comparisons, further research may be able to shed productive light by considering the potential relevance of such factors as nation-specific electoral systems (Powell, 2000) , welfare state type (e.g., Esping- Andersen, 1990; Korpi and Palme, 1998; OÕConnor et al., 1999) , other long-standing sources of party-based political cleavages (e.g., Przeworski and Sprague, 1986; Kitschelt, 1994) , and public opinion (e.g., Page and Shapiro, 1992; Powell, 2000) .
Cross-national differences in trends affecting social cleavages also cast significant doubt on the other interpretive pole of recent debates, namely, that the institutionalization of social group-based conflict within capitalist societies renders them impervious to any process of change affecting voter alignments. While the class cleavage has not declined universally, four of the six countries investigated in this study show clear evidence of working-class dealignment, and the very large decline of class voting is inconsistent with expectations of persistence within all Western democracies. Generic expectations of stability also provide little basis for understanding countries such as Australia and the US in which the magnitude of specific social cleavages has increased.
Our results also suggest a degree of similarity in the average size of overall social cleavages within the six democracies we have investigated. Indeed, we find that country-specific patterns of cleavage change have lead to growing comparability in the magnitude of the overall social cleavage: By the mid-1990s, the average difference between two social groups in the probability of favoring a given party family was approximately .10. Although such estimates represent a non-trivial difference in political behavior (and some pairwise contrasts produce much larger differences), we would caution against over-estimating their magnitude. The quite large deviance remaining after estimating our preferred models suggests the further importance of other sources of the vote. Given these results, further research and debate, including with respect to related debates concerning political change (Brooks et al., 2003) , may profit by broadening its scope to consider other factors behind the partisan alignments of voters. 
